No matter which country around the world, whatever the terrain and distance: The new Rangemaster CRF 2800.COM offers you totally new and boundless freedom in ballistic rangefinding. The unique combination of Bluetooth® connectivity, precise distance measurement, exceptional optical quality, and simple handling opens up a whole new world of precision and certainty in ballistic distance measurement.

The Rangemaster 2800.COM
Ballistics unleashed.

Fast and easy to use.
100% performance and functionality.

Connect your Rangemaster CRF 2800.COM to your smartphone via Bluetooth®.

In “Device settings”, you can now conveniently configure your Rangemaster CRF 2800.COM from your smartphone.

Selecting the menu item “Ballistic” enables you to transfer your personalized ballistic data to the Rangemaster CRF 2800.COM. Either choose one of the twelve different standardized EU curves …

… or generate your own, personally customized ballistic profile. Thanks to the ability to connect with a Kestrel Elite Weather Meter we can also offer you the additional benefits of access to the “Applied Ballistics database.”

Upload the Leica hunting App to your smartphone now and enjoy all the advantages of comprehensive ballistic, distance measuring - uphill, downhill and on the flat.

Pick the appropriate load for your weapon to the near exact shooting lay and configure your own custom ballistic profile.

In Positons of a second, the Rangemaster CRF 2800.COM delivers the precise ballistic distance and holdover correction in the desired output format.

Barometric pressure, temperature and angle are factored into the calculation to ensure exact and reproducible measuring results.

The benefits at a glance

- simple handling and versatile connectivity via the Leica Hunting App
- Virtual Range Finder system: The minimum permitted, maximum permitted and range indifference distance and the ballistics table will provide precise distance measurement up to 3,000 yds
- Leica ABC® ballistic system for maximum precision
- three output formats: Click, Holdover and EHR
- precise laser distance measurement up to 2,800 yds in only 0.3 s
- light weight, compact size, and high-performance thanks to Leica optical systems

NEW!
Rangemaster 2800.COM
Connect to the ballistic world.
Rangemaster 2800.COM
Connect to the ballistic world.

#masterthedistance